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of preceding years. Several works give such thwnés; but they only serve to

bring more glaringly to light the deficiency of the information upon which a natural

system might be built. The fullest of these compilations is the thirteenth edition

of the Systema Natur of Linnaus, published between the years 1783 and 17,93

by J. Fr. Gmelih.2 Another is the Encyclop&lie M&hodique, published by an

association of naturalists in Paris in 201 vols. 4to., between the years 1782 and

1832, with a view of presenting a complete cycloprndia of all that was known at

the time in every branch of Natural History. The Acalephs were compiled by

Bruguière. Nearly all the illustrations published by earlier observers are here

reproduced, but nothing new is added. These publications have lost their merit

now, and can only be used as books of easy reference to the scattered descriptions

and figures of previous writers.

Besides the publication of these systematic eyclopadias, we have also to notice

the scientific dictionaries of the time, which aimed at giving similar, though more

condensed, accounts of the knowledge of their age,2 but did not add much to the

real progress of science. Not so with the proceedings and transactions of learned

societies for in their volumes we find innumerable original papers in which the

discoveries of the day are recorded, and among them, here and there, some notices

bearing more or less directly upon the natural history of the Acaleplis. The most

important of them have already been quoted.

SECTION IV.

THE SYSTEMATIC WRITERS AND ANATOMISTS.

With the beginning of the nineteenth century opens another era in the history

of Acaleplis. Now, for the first time, are successful attempts made to COUIhLUC VS

tematically the investigations of the past, and every year adds new materials to

1 GMELIN (J. Fit.), Car. a Liiiin Sys(ema Na
tur per Regna tria Nature, etc., cditio deciina
terLin, nuda et reformain, Leipzig, 1788-1793, 7
vol.. 8vo.

2 VALMONT DE Bo31tnI, Dietionnjre rai(nhiie
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' The most valuable of these transactions are




those of the 1yaI Society of London, of die Aca

dviiiia Naiura ('ii rio'uruin, and of the Academy of

Sciences of Paris. The friiier are published mitler

the tithe of 1'Iulooiihiiea1 '1'raiisaeiioii of' the. Royal

Society. Ow latter as ?Skinoire 1c I'AcatWillie ties

Science, tit- Paris. and those of the A'adeini:t Nit

turu Curiosuruiu appeared, first under the tithe Mis

cehlanea, next as Ephemerides, and afterwards as

Acta, and are now continued as Nova .Acta Aca

dcinin Casarco-Lcopoldime Naturm Curiosorum.
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